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!  25-yrs in law enforcement 

!  12-years in investigations supervising: robbery, homicide, stalking, DV, U-
visa program, auto theft, burglary, pawn shop detail & the Organized 
Crime Unit 

!  8-yrs as Sgt. In charge of  DV/Stalking (ABQ 700k) 

!  In those 8-yrs – 1,862 cases supervised 

!  100’s of  tactical surveillance/arrest operations 

!  Includes celebrity/political/officer involved & T3 wiretap cases 

!  Under my command we never lost a victim – 1,862 and 0 
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Why are we talking about this? 

*killing events have become routine 

*Offenders are speaking,  
but are we really listening? 
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I challenge each and every one of us 
to take a proactive approach by: 

evaluating threats to kill 

Especially involving domestic violence  
and/or stalking related cases 

MANDATORY THREAT ASSESSMENT  

! People die when we refuse to  

! listen to those who seek to harm others 
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Next….next….next 
What happens, happens… 
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Threat assessment followed by proactive victim safety measures 

= 

INCREASED ODDS OF VICTIM SURVIVAL 

5% - 10% - 20% - 50%  
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!  Man Kills: 19,800,000 hits 

!  School Shootings: 8,360,000 hits 

!  Man Stalks Woman: 1,990,000 hits 

!  Man Stalks Woman & Kills: 1,230,000 hits 

!  Man Kills Woman: 80,400,000 hits 

!  Threats To Kill: 57,000,000 

!  Kill: 631,000,000 hits 
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!  Police use threat assessments: 552,000 hits  

!  HIGH-LETHALITY OFFENDER: #1 HIT IS ME 
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“You and your family are going to be burned alive!” 

“I’m going to make a point with my death, your death, 
your grandma’s death, your mom and dad’s death!”  

Is a threat more credible if the victim is in fear?
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“You and your family are going to be burned alive!” 

“I’m going to make a point with my death, your death, 
your grandma’s death, your mom and dad’s death!”  

Are these simply words? 

Who in this room has ever threatened to kill 
someone? 

Why can’t we take threats to kill seriously? 

Why is it not a crime? 

!  THERE IS A VERY GOOD REASON WHY IT IS 
AGAINST THE LAW TO THREATEN THE 
PRESIDENT  - it is a proven effective deterrent 

!  There is not a good reason why threats to kill or 
harm your mother, you daughter or your sister 
is not just as illegal  

!  It should be against the law to threaten to kill 
anyone – especially in cases involving DV or 
stalking - statements of future intent 

When I read the Federal law on the next slide, I do not 
see language speaking to actual offender intent (or) 

willingness to take action on their spoken words, being a 
requirement for arrest and/ or prosecution 

It doesn’t matter if the offender has zero ability to carry 
out their threats to kill 

It doesn’t matter if the offender is 4,000 miles away in a 
mental institution located in Alaska 

So, why is it legal for an ex-husband, who owns a gun, 
and lives just 5-minutes away, to threaten to kill his ex-
wife day in and day out, with little to no consequences 

whatsoever?  
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5-years and/ or $250,000 fine  

Why is everyone’s life not protected with this same level of vigilance 

How does “free speech” apply to every violent felon threatening to kill 
someone 

Why can’t all of us take a threat to kill as a statement of future intent 
take them at their word 

Why can’t every judge put the victim’s safety before the offender’s 
“right to a fair bail” – what would be so wrong about that 

Many dangerous violent felons have spent a lifetime “proving just 
how dangerous they are” – who are we to say otherwise 
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!  Most humans think, then say and then act 

!  Most humans have a vast expanse between 
the things they think & do not say 

!  Rarely will a human jump into action, without 
first having thought about the action 

!  Remember those “mental reps” in the academy  
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!  Humans can and do jump from thinking about 
doing something, directly to doing the act 

!  This can happen with little to no spoken words 

!  But, if you can say it, you are more likely to do 
it – 5% more, 15% doesn't matter – odds have 
increased, therefore “lethality” has increased  

!  If words hold little to no meaning; why would it be a crime to 
threaten the President 

!  If words hold little to no meaning; why can you get 10-years in the 
UK for threatening to kill 

!  If words hold little to no meaning; why is there power is making a 
list of things to do 

!  If words hold little to no meaning; why are we taught as young 
people to write down our goals & view them often 

!  Why do we teach our kids to say what they mean and mean what 
they say 
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!  If words hold little to no meaning; why are the 
couches of psychologists filled with people 
talking about their issues 

!  If words hold little to no meaning; why are we 
so fixated on the words of killers such as Jodi 
Arias 

!  Because a persons past actions gives immense 
power to their spoke words    

!  If the “Silence of the Lambs” guy said; I’m going to kill 
you, few would show little concern – how about if he 
simply knew your name 

!  Words have power – but who speaks those 
words & what frame of mind they are in is key 

!  Some will make statements for a lifetime and 
never lift a finger to make it a reality – others 
may only give you only “one” warning  
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!  What happens to a dogs who has bitten others; how 
may subsequent chances do they get 

!  Why? – If you have done something once, the odds of 
you doing it again are significant 

!  The documented history of those who make threats to 
kill is key as who says it - is often more important than 
what was said 

!  Your past adult history, is often the strongest predictor 
of future performance - Period 
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IT ALL COMES DOWN TO “TIME AND DISTANCE” 
AS ONE DAY WILL EVENTUALLY BE “THE DAY” 
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!  Threats to kill must be taken seriously!! 
Especially involving domestic violence and/ or 
stalking related cases – “most predictable” 

!  An offender’s background must be forensically 
examined & considered along with the totality 
of known information 

!  Look for “high-lethality windows” & then 
proactively act to increase victim safety 
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